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News Release

Douglas Machine Unveils TriVex™, the New Top Load Case Packer

Erects, loads and seals while sustaining a small footprint
ALEXANDRIA, Minn., March. 03, 2011 – Douglas Machine introduces TriVex™, its new top load case
packer and latest addition to its wide range of case packer solutions. The fully automatic TriVex
erects, loads and seals cases. Less is more with TriVex because its complete integration means less
product handling, less case handling, less maintenance of additional equipment and less floor space.
“We listened to customers who insisted on a top load case packer that reliably opens, loads and seals
their cases while yielding a smaller footprint,” said Jon Ballou, Corporate Vice President of Sales and
Marketing. “The TriVex opposing vacuum cup design for case erecting ensures that cases will erect
the first time, eliminating poorly squared cases and reducing waste. TriVex maintains complete
control of the case through erecting, loading and sealing,” he said.
TriVex operates at 15 cases per minute depending on case size. TriVex is available with application
specific loader, end effector, and infeed solutions for an array of products such as flexible bags and
pouches, semi-rigid and/or rigid trays, tubs, cups, cartons and over wrapped products.
Learn more about how TriVex can improve your case packing. For more information, call
320.763.6587 or visit www.douglas-machine.com.
About Douglas Machine Inc.
Founded in 1964, Douglas Machine Inc. is recognized as a global leader in automated secondary
packaging solutions for paperboard, corrugated, and shrink-film. The company specializes in the
design and manufacture of cartoners, sleevers, case and tray packers, and shrink wrap systems.
Based in Alexandria, Minnesota, Douglas is an employee-owned company that has installed more
than 7,000 machines in 30 countries. For more information, visit www.douglas-machine.com.

TriVex is a registered trademark of Douglas Machine Inc.

Email maryellen.kerber@douglas-machine.com for a highresolution image of the TriVex™ Top Load Case Packer from
Douglas.
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